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redswoosh is a new entrant to the bittorrent market, but a veteran in the bittorrent scene. the company was founded in 2006 by two students, sam redman and thomas larock. in late 2007, they launched redswoosh as an open source browser extension for firefox. the extension was

designed to hide search results from sites that have been criticized for heavy-handed tactics of tracking, and it was modeled after the google chrome browser. the end result is a society where people can get their content online via a variety of methods, including pirated content. while
the big names in hollywood and silicon valley have built their businesses on this model, they are now caught between a rock and a hard place. the dmca has been a boon for hollywood, and it remains to be seen whether the new laws will spell their demise or not. and that means that

the internet doesnt have to be the wild west that hollywood, and many in silicon valley, make it out to be. but, then again, when they claim that piracy and online distribution are more similar than they are different, hollywood will be doing it on the cheap. the bundle project is a
distributed application, which means that it runs on bittorrents peer-to-peer network. in essence this means that a bundle uses bittorrents open architecture, and not that of a centralized web site. therefore, bittorrents features such as seeders and peers have no bearing on the
operation of a bundle. this allows the bundle to scale with bittorrent, ensuring no single point of failure and no single point of censorship. this is why there is no need for hosting or for servers. this is the power of a distributed application, just like bittorrent. a content creator can

distribute a bundle to a network of users, which in turn allows them to distribute it to others. no middleman is necessary. the only requirement is that the user running a bundle on their computer must be connected to the network. and if the content creator wants to, they can upgrade
their bundles to a bundle server and host their own, professional bittorrent trackers to improve performance and the user experience.
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Torrent sites are the most popular places where movie and TV fans can download illegal content like movies, music, games, books and other digital content. You cant watch or listen to content on a computer or mobile device using only Stremio. With a Stremio VPN, you can block web
requests to pirate sites and also use the private encrypted internet protocol Stremio VPN services to watch content without any interference. You also receive a constant stream of updates on the latest shows and movies. Unfortunately, a lot of people would prefer to help others out.

Piracy is a very persistent issue today. Smart movie and TV companies are waking up to the fact that there is an audience for their content. Block site requests on Stremio for: Pirate Bay, torrent sites, file sharing sites, like zshare.com, Rapidshare, Megaupload, Imgur, WeTransfer,
Dropbox, Google Docs, Amazon, YouTube, Vimeo, Dailymotion, Netflix, Hulu, AOL, cable tv, satellite tv, and telco tv like AT&T U-verse and Verizon FiOS TV. Pirates of Silicon Valley 5ec8ef588b
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